MUJI

Thank you for purchasing MUJI Stacking Shelves. For long-term and safe use,
FIRSTLY READ these instructions and the attached Operating Instructions,
Assemble and use the product carefully. Keep these instructions in a safe place
for future reference.

Stacking Shelves/Wide (all types: Two-tier, Three-tier, Five-tier)
Assembling and Operating Instructions

Read carefully before assembly:

CAUTION

*

WARNING

Secure enough space for assembly and take enough care to avoid damaging the
floor or existing furniture, by covering the floor with a rug, etc.
The Stacking Shelves should be assembled by two or more persons.

*

Precautions for use:

*

CAUTION

CAUTION

*

*

*

Move this product after disassembling it.
Moving it in an assembled form might cause loose pipe connections.
Do not use Single Basic unit laying it on its side, or with any divider plate
removed. Single units must only be used in upright position

Warning:

Precautions for installation:
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Assembly steps for Basic set and Additional set

Cover the floor with a rug, etc., when putting this product upright to avoid
damaging the product.
Retighten the fitting bolts about a week after you start using the Product.
For safety, Periodically check for any loose bolts or steel pipes, and
retighten as necessary

*
*

2 x side panels

Side punching
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Two-tier:
assembled

Do not allow children to climb on or play on this product. It might cause
severe harm.
If Main body is not secure, it could fall and cause damage or injury.
Please take care

*

n Parts checklist for Additional set

Step 1

Follow the Steps 1- 3 on the left for a Basic set, or
remove the bolts (05) for Basic set that fix the side
panel of the Stacking shelves using the allen key
(06). As shown below

* Check each part on the parts list before assembly.
Step 2

Connect pairs of steel pipes (03) together,.
Placing spacer (06) in between them.
* Ensure they are fully tightened.
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Parts of (10) through (15) are used for avoiding tipping of the product. See the attached “Instructions for anti-tip brackets” for details.

*

Right and left
anti-tip brackets

Left

4 x flat head
screws

4 x round
head screws

6 x pins

4 x washers

2 x pieces of
double-sided
adhesive tape

Weight capacity:
Two-tier: 20kg per shelf (30kg for the whole unit)
Three-tier: 20kg per shelf (40kg for the whole unit)
Five-tier: 20kg per shelf (60kg for the whole unit)
*
Do not apply uneven load to the upper portion.
Step 3

Right

Assembly steps for Basic set

* Check each part on the parts list before assembly.

Connect pairs of steel pipes (03) together,.

Step 1 Placing spacer (06) in between them.

*

Step 2

Ensure they are fully tightened.

*

Step 4

Screw the bolts (05) with the side panel (01) for Additional
set in between, following Step 4 on the left, and firmly tighten
the bolts with the allen key (08).
*

Place one side panel (01) on a rug, etc.
Insert the connected steel pipes (03) into the pre-drilled holes of the
side panel (01), From underneath insert and tighten the domed cap
nuts (07) using the .allen key (08).
*

Screw the steel pipes (03) for Additional set into the pre
drilled holes of the upper side panel by hand.
Next, assemble the divider plates following Step 3 on the left.
*

Make sure they are tightened firmly again after screwing
all of the pipes.

Ensure they are fully tightened again after screwing in all of the
bolts.

Attach the felt sheets (09) on the bottom during installation.

Adjust the joint nuts in the four corners using the allen key to make the holes
on the nuts and the holes on the side panels align together.

The bolts (05), the spacers (06),
and the domed cap nuts (07) are
provided assembled within the
steel pipes (03) in advance.
Remove them before assembly.
Put the side panel (01) on the steel pipes (03), positioning

Insert the steel pipes (03) into the holes of the divider

Step 4 the pre drilled holes on the side panel with the pipes.

Step 3 plates (02).

Gently strike the divider plates if required to get the
pipes through.

Screw the bolts (05) into the steel pipes (03) with the side
panel (01) in between, and firmly tighten the bolts with the
allen key (08).
Attach the felt sheets (09) on the bottom during installation.
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*

Be sure to use the
shelves
upright
after assembly.

Felt sheets
*

*

In a case where the pipes do not get through the pre
drilled holes, try to guide the pipes using the allen key
key (07).

*
Note that pushing the plates forcedly might cause break

*

Wood waste may fall during
this step. It does not affect
the use of this product.

Install the anti-tip brackets (10). See the attached instructions.
Step 5

Follow Steps 1 - 5 in reverse
order to disassemble this product
after assembly.

Be sure to use the
shelving unit in an
upright position only
after assembly.

Felt sheets

Step 5

Install the anti-tip brackets (10). See the attached instructions.

Follow Steps 1 - 5 in reverse
order to disassemble this product
after assembly.

WARNING

*
*

Warning (Follow below to avoid danger):

Do not allow children to climb on or play on this product. It might cause
severe harm.
If Main body is not secure, it could fall and cause damage or injury.
Please take care

